
123! (SI) / Road to Tadam

Three sullen figures, their clothes torn, their bodies bruised, make an epic journey to a
place they call Tadam! A journey full of obstacles. Singing and determined, they jump off a
cliff, get caught in a tornado, escape from a volcano and jump over the edge of a waterfall.

With only three props and brilliant use of mime, these performers create boats, planes,
rivers, a volcano and more.

Road to Tadam is original street theater, an exciting adventure, an unexpected love story
and a metaphor for something we all seek, that special place called Tadam!

> http://globus-hystericus.org/ 
Fri 29 Aug  18:45-19:15 #7 Start: Paternosterstraat
Fri 29 Aug  20:30-21:00 #7 Start: Paternosterstraat
Sat 30 Aug  15:45-16:15 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  16:30-17:00 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  18:30-19:00 #7 Start: Paternosterstraat

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© LUKA DAKSKOBLER

 Dutch premiere | Genre: street theatre | Age: ALL | Language: - | 30 min

 © 2014 1



Acrobuffos (US) / Waterbombs!

Draw your sword! Water bombs! is a hysterical water balloon and gladiator show, full of
comic antics, flying water bombs and loud opera music. In this explosive and interactive
show Seth Bloom and Christina Gelsone redefine the word clown without needing any
words. Water bombs has caused much hilarity in many countries. For all ages.

> http://www.acrobuffos.com

Fri 29 Aug  19:30-20:10 #12 Groenmarkt
Fri 29 Aug  22:15-22:55 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  14:45-15:25 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof 
Sat 30 Aug  22:00-22:40 #3 Hof
Sun 31 Aug  14:45-15:25 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 31 Aug  16:30-17:10 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© AMANDA CROCKETT

 Dutch premiere | Genre: street comedy | Age: ALL | Language: - | 40 min

 © 2014 2



Actic (NL) / Urban Safari

Let’s go on an Urban Safari! After their success in 2011, the theatrical game rangers are
back again on their hilarious safari, handing out binoculars for the trip. During their 
journey, they point out the species of ‘man’ and show you the strange habits and behaviors
of different exemplars. Follow the "all terrain scooter” and get to know and maybe even
touch this strange animal species. Guaranteed one hundred percent funny, for young and
old.  Jelle de Bruijn and Dick Cools both come from Amersfoort, known from the Stille
Fanfare (Silent Fanfare) and Spullenmannen.

Sun 31 Aug  14:30-15:00 #2 Start: Festivalbalie Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  16:30-17:00 #2 Start: Festivalbalie Lieve Vrouwekerkhof 

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© HANNE NIJHUIS

 Genre: street theatre | Age: ALL | Language: NL/EN | 30 min

 © 2014 3



BK Compagnie (DE) / Liegen 0°

It all starts with an unexpected, loud fall in the middle of the crowd. And then…LIEGEN
0° is a dance designed to be performed in an urban space. Two dancers show us their lives
and their strange, surreal relationship: sometimes animal, sometimes human. This is 
modern dance theatre: popping, slow motion and ‘contact dance’. Asphalt, the material
dominating the whole town, plays an important role.

LIEGEN 0° is a new project from the BK Company from Berlin, an international group of
artists concerned with developing, creating and producing modern, cross disciplinary and
cutting edge work.

> http://www.compagnie-bk.com/
Fri 29 Aug  19:30-20:20 #13-1 Appelmarkt (plein)
Sat 30 Aug  15:30-16:20 #13-1 Appelmarkt (plein)
Sat 30 Aug  17:45-18:35 #13-1 Appelmarkt (plein)
Sat 30 Aug  20:00-20:50 #13-1 Appelmarkt (plein)
Sun 31 Aug  15:00-15:50 #13-1 Appelmarkt (plein)
Sun 31 Aug  17:15-18:05 #13-1 Appelmarkt (plein)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© SÉBASTIEN TERRIÉ

 Dutch premiere | Genre: dance theatre | Age: ALL | Language: - | 50 min

 © 2014 4



Cardboardia (RU)  / Parade

The Cardboardia Parade is a spectacular and exuberant procession with metre-high
fantasy objects, weird vehicles and impressive machines - all made from cardboard. Before
the parade most of the objects are created during a series of daily workshops. The makers
are a team of twelve creative Russian ‘cardboarders’ and a Dutch group led by Mathijs
Stegink – also active in recent years at festivals such as Lowlands. For this performance,
Spoffin is working with Per Expressie, breeding ground and springboard for young
creative talent in Amersfoort. The Russians Sergei Korsakov and Prime Viktoria, who also
build entire cardboard cities, support the project.

Fri 29 Aug  17:00-18:00 #15 Route: Smallepad-Hof
Sat 30 Aug  17:00-18:00 #15 Route: Smallepad-Hof
Sun 31 Aug  18:00-19:00 #15 Route: Smallepad-Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© KATE NOZIK

 Dutch premiere | Genre: street parade | Age: ALL | Language: EN | 60 min

 © 2014 5



Cie. Desuete (FR) / Plus Rien Ne Bouge

Plus Rien Ne Bouge (Nothing Moves) is a dance solo between a woman and a life-size
puppet. The show touches on universal themes like love, absence and death and tells the
story of eternal love. It is a moving choreography – romantic, funny and sensual – in a
cinematic universe, with only a rocking chair on stage. The dancer and her skeleton
puppet captivate both adults and children.

Desuete Cie was founded in 2008 and invests in exceptional creations and artistic research
at the intersection of different disciplines, focussing on dance, puppetry and theatre.

> http://www.compagnie-desuete.com/

Fri 29 Aug  20:00-20:35 #13-2 Appelmarkt 20
Fri 29 Aug  22:30-23:05 #13-2 Appelmarkt 20
Sat 30 Aug  20:00-20:35 #13-2 Appelmarkt 20
Sat 30 Aug  22:30-23:05 #13-2 Appelmarkt 20
Sun 31 Aug  14:30-15:05 #13-2 Appelmarkt 20
Sun 31 Aug  17:00-17:35 #13-2 Appelmarkt 20

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© M. COUBART

 Dutch premiere | Genre: dance/puppet theatre | Age: ALL | Language: - | 35 min

 © 2014 6



Cie. Woest (NL/BE) / Leaving Normal

Six characters take you on a journey. One is romantic, the other violent, silly or passionate.
You witness different events and end up with the various characters in absurd situations.
Leaving Normal is a project between theatre and dance, both funny and tragic. Learn 
about the six players and participate in a light-hearted story about a corpse, the rejection
of guilt and responsibility.

Each participant receives a music box so they can create their own sounds to add to the
show. Cie. Woest combines physical strength with infectious dance fun, humour and
imaginative choreography. Surprising, fresh and exciting, this is a wonderful, very physical
and imaginative show.

> http://www.ciewoest.com Sat 30 Aug  16:00-16:45 #7 Start: Paternosterstraat
Sat 30 Aug  18:00-18:45 #7 Start: Paternosterstraat
Sat 30 Aug  20:00-20:45 #7 Start: Paternosterstraat
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-14:45 #7 Start: Paternosterstraat
Sun 31 Aug  16:00-16:45 #7 Start: Paternosterstraat
Sun 31 Aug  18:00-18:45 #7 Start: Paternosterstraat

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© AMAURY AVERMAETE

 Genre: dance theatre | Age: 8+ | Language: - | 45 min

 © 2014 7



DDF Crew & Touch Down (BE/NL) / DDF Crew vs.
Touch Down

Hip hop, acrobatics, gymnastics and breakdance. Exciting, dazzling and unforgettable:
everything moves. The world-famous rope skipping dance team DDF crew are back. And
this year they bring along the all-female dance crew Touchdown: known from Holland's
Got Talent. DDF Crew and Touchdown were a guest act for the TV show, combining the
best of both groups.

> http://www.ddfcrew.be/
> http://www.thepuc.nl/

Sat 30 Aug  16:15-16:45 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  19:00-19:30 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 30 Aug  22:15-22:45 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© PLANET JUMP ROPE VZW

 Genre: street dance & hip hop | Age: 4+ | Language: - | 30 min

 © 2014 8



Doe mee met Cardboardia Parade! (RU/NL) /
workshop

Fri 29 Aug  15:00-17:00 #15-2 Voormalig KAdE (Smallepad 3)
Sat 30 Aug  15:00-17:00 #15-2 Voormalig KAdE (Smallepad 3)
Sun 31 Aug  15:00-18:00 #15-2 Voormalig KAdE (Smallepad 3)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© CARDBOARDIA

 Genre: workshop | Age: 4+ | Language: NL, | 120 min

 © 2014 9



Effe Twee Mannetjes (NL) / Gastmannetjes

This year, the Effe Twee Mannetjes are our comic hosts, dressed in their purple Spoffin
suits. They are literally everywhere and nowhere, confusing and entrancing you. Last year
you couldn’t miss them, although it is still a mystery where they're actually going to go
with that sofa. And before you know it, there they are again!

The Amersfoort actors Ferry Asselbergs and Eugen play the Effe Twee Mannetjes guerrilla
street theatre acts, causing havoc everywhere. See them on twitter at: https://twitter.com/
@ effe2mannetjes.

Fri 29 Aug  18:00-23:00 #0 Binnenstad (mobiel)
Sat 30 Aug  14:00-23:00 #0 Binnenstad (mobiel)
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-18:30 #0 Binnenstad (mobiel)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© WIM LANSER

 Dutch premiere | Genre: street theatre | Age: ALL | Language: NL | continious

 © 2014 10



Emke Idema (NL) / RULE™

RULE™ is a game about hospitality and the boundary between personal values and
existing rules, created by Idema with playwright Nienke Scholts and designer Joris van
Oosterwijk. It is a political playground, a miniature society, a playful and theatrical
platform based on personal politics. The general public is both spectator and protagonist
at the same time: here, theatre is a tool for reflection on society and the role of the
individual therein.

In 2013, RULE™ won the Dioraphte Prize: a cash and performance prize for innovative
theatre. The jury commented: "Emke has created a new kind of theatre. (...) Her political
and philosophical parlour game affects us all; it is about inclusion and exclusion.” In her
work, Idema deals with "social, political and philosophical laboratories" in which she
examines behaviors and patterns in society. RULE™ questions the (non-) engagement of 
the individual. How do individuals relate to difficult social problems? RULE™ is the 
second in Idema's series of performance games, preceded by STRANGER.

> http://www.emkeidema.nl/
> http://www.emkeidema.nl/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=81&Itemid=133

Fri 29 Aug  19:30-20:45 #5 Voormalige Elleboogkerk
Sat 30 Aug  16:00-17:15 #5 Voormalige Elleboogkerk
Sat 30 Aug  19:30-20:45 #5 Voormalige Elleboogkerk
Sun 31 Aug  16:00-17:15 #5 Voormalige Elleboogkerk

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© THOMAS LENDEN 

 Genre: performative game | Age: 16+ | Language: NL | 75 min

 © 2014 11



Fabuloka (NL) / STAAL

Jorga is acrobat and loves writing. Ed is a musician and makes everything out of metal.
Steel is a poetic performance that takes place in and around a large steel structure, where
Jorga and Ed work on their dreams. They tell their story with words, acrobatics, juggling,
mime, bizarre inventions and live music. Fabuloka is the circus artists Edwin Schulte and
Jorga Lok. With a mixture of circus acts, drama, music and poetry they create their own 
art form.

> http://www.fabuloka.com/

Fri 29 Aug  18:15-18:40 #13-1 Appelmarkt (plein)
Sat 30 Aug  14:30-14:55 #13-1 Appelmarkt (plein)
Sat 30 Aug  16:45-17:10 #13-1 Appelmarkt (plein)
Sat 30 Aug  19:00-19:25 #13-1 Appelmarkt (plein)
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-14:25 #13-1 Appelmarkt (plein)
Sun 31 Aug  16:15-16:40 #13-1 Appelmarkt (plein)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© PROMOSTAAL: GERBEN GROTENHUIS

 Genre: poetic circus theatre | Age: 8+ | Language: NL | 25 min

 © 2014 12



Fanfare van de 1e Liefdesnacht (NL) / In Concert

The Fanfare van de Eerste Liefdesnacht is a colorful Amsterdam street orchestra
consisting of twenty brass players and some percussionists. Their speciality? World music.
The Fanfare van de Eerste Liefdesnacht has played passionately and caused uproar
together for more than 25 years. Subtle as well as intense: enjoy partying!

> http://www.liefdesnacht.nl/

Sat 30 Aug  21:15-22:00 #12 Groenmarkt 
Sat 30 Aug  22:45-23:30 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© FANFARE VAN DE 1E LIEFDESNACHT

 Genre: street orchestra | Age: ALL | Language: - | 45 min

 © 2014 13



Festival Franje (INT) / 2014

Franje is a parasitic fringe festival. Franje is not part of any established order. Franje
focuses on contemporary, new ideas that are not part of the existing order, by providing
the opportunity for research and development.

> http://franje.nu/ 

Sat 30 Aug  12:00-00:00 #18 De Observant (Stadhuisplein 7)
Sun 31 Aug  12:00-18:00 #18 De Observant (Stadhuisplein 7)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© FESTIVAL FRANJE

 Genre: off-off | Age: div | Language: NL/EN | continious

 © 2014 14



Georg Viktor Emmanuel (AT) / Live looping Music /
Vocal Maniac

Beatboxer Emmanuel produces an act that you have never before seen or heard! Drums,
keyboards, trumpets, orchestral guitar sounds and sound effects: beatboxer Emmanuel
records all the sounds on a loop station, only using his voice. Dub, electro, funk and rock
blend into each other. A great experience; he creates all the sounds that you hear using 
only his voice. Emmanuel is touring this successful show all over the world.

Here's what "Kingston Buskers" wrote about the show: "Georg Viktor Emmanuel’s
pulsating live looping show is an amazing experience for the audience! He produces all the
sounds, including drums, keyboards, trumpets, sound effects and orchestral guitar sounds
with the help of his voice, while recording it gradually on a loop station in real time. You've
never, ever seen anything like it."

> http://www.georgviktoremmanuel.com

Fri 29 Aug  18:00-18:30 #12 Groenmarkt
Fri 29 Aug  21:15-21:45 #12 Groenmarkt
Fri 29 Aug  23:00-23:30 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  15:30-16:00 #12 Groenmarkt 
Sat 30 Aug  17:00-17:30 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  19:45-20:15 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 30 Aug  22:30-23:00 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 31 Aug  14:45-15:15 #11 Langestraat thv Hof
Sun 31 Aug  16:30-17:00 #12 Groenmarkt

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© GEORG VIKTOR EMMANUEL

 Dutch premiere | Genre: music theatre | Age: ALL | Language: EN/DE/IT | 30 min

 © 2014 15



Hanneke de Jong & Jonas de Witte (NL) / Project
Solaris

This duo performance is based on the book 'Solaris' (1961) by the Polish writer Stanislaw
Lem. It is a theatrical journey, intertwined with the story of the book 'Solaris', through
landscapes and sound where reality and illusion fight for existence. Accompanied by an 
actor 'guide', the audience enters a world of whimsical physics, where nothing is what it
seems and where coincidence determines the direction and uncertainty reigns. This story
is about the inability of man to get a grip on his own existence, despite all his technical
resources, knowledge and science.

This artistic duo from Arnhem (NL) creates a visual and sound journey. They take us on a
route in which we will question our perceptions and our view of reality. With observation
booths, 'listening and viewing boxes', they put the world around us to the test. 

> http://www.dejongdewitte.nl/

Fri 29 Aug  19:30-20:25 #8 Start: Mariënhof (Zocherplantsoen)
Sat 30 Aug  14:00-14:55 #8 Start: Mariënhof (Zocherplantsoen)
Sat 30 Aug  16:00-16:55 #8 Start: Mariënhof (Zocherplantsoen)
Sat 30 Aug  19:30-20:25 #8 Start: Mariënhof (Zocherplantsoen)
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-14:55 #8 Start: Mariënhof (Zocherplantsoen)
Sun 31 Aug  16:00-16:55 #8 Start: Mariënhof (Zocherplantsoen)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© HANNEKE DE JONG & JONAS DE WITTE

 Genre: theatrical expedition | Age: 18+ | Language: NL | 50 min

 © 2014 16



Hopla Circus (BE) / Face to Fake (Hopla Circus
ARENA)

In this performance by Hopla Circus, contemporary gladiators battle in an improvised
ballet of acrobatic moves and spectacular attacks. Hopla Circus rewrites the rules of Lucha
Libre, a Mexican form of free wrestling with colourful masks and fast, high-flying
manoeuvres. They  create a crazy universe, full of quirky insanity. Come and enjoy
Mexican wrestling, an extravaganza of circus, magic and clowning! Hopla Circus is a group
of six ex-students of the Superior Circus School of Brussels (ESAC): an international mix
of artists, each with their own speciality.

> http://www.hoplacircus.net/

Fri 29 Aug  18:30-19:15 #3 Hof
Fri 29 Aug  23:15-00:00 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  15:15-16:00 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  18:30-19:15 #3 Hof
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-14:45 #3 Hof
Sun 31 Aug  17:15-18:00 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© HOPLA CIRCUS

 Dutch premiere | Genre: circus theatre | Age: ALL | Language: EN/ES/FR | 45 min

 © 2014 17



HURyCAN (FR/AR) / Je te Haime

Candelaria Antelo and Arthur Bernard Bazin carry on in Je te Haime where they left of in
their other performance, Odiero. The two characters and their relationship are further
deepened and explored in this longer dance performance. There are some spectacular and
also painfully recognizable scenes. HURyCAN are great dance performers and also
succesfull on the international stage of ‘new circus’. For Je te Haime they received the
award for best dance performance at the 27th International Theatre & Dance Fair in
Spain. Like the first show Te Odiero, Je te Haime is a combination of I hate you and I love
you: je te hais and je t’aime.

> http://www.hurycan.com/

Sat 30 Aug  20:15-20:45 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
DATE/TIME LOCATION

© GERARD GARCIA

 Dutch premiere | Genre: dance | Age: 12+ | Language: - | 30 min

 © 2014 18



HURyCAN (FR/AR) / Te Odiero

HURyCAN is Candelaria Antelo and Arthur Bernard Bazin: an extremely virtuous dance 
duo, also succesfully performing on the international stage of ‘new circus’. Te Odiero is a
clever cross over between dance and acrobatics, about the ups and downs of a 
temperamental yet tender love relationship.

> http://www.hurycan.com

Sun 31 Aug  15:00-15:15 #3 Hof
Sun 31 Aug  18:00-18:15 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© MARCO PEZATTI

 Genre: dance | Age: 12+ | Language: - | 15 min

 © 2014 19



Juana Beltran (ES) / The Still of the Movement

An empty space, the spotlight shining on a body. This is a short, exploratory performance
with a unique style based on handstands. The Still of the Movement combines stillness an
movement. Beltran does everything possible with the human body - at various levels,
heights and speeds. 

> http://juanabn.wix.com/juana-beltran/my-website#!__my-website

Fri 29 Aug  19:45-19:50 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Fri 29 Aug  22:00-22:05 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  14:00-14:05 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  17:45-17:50 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  21:45-21:50 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  14:45-14:50 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  17:45-17:50 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© MARIE CIVEL

 Dutch premiere | Genre: handstand | Age: ALL | Language: - | 5 min

 © 2014 20



Karin Verbruggen, Frederick Rodrigues & Setareh
Fatehi (NL/IR) / Heavier than Air - Part 2

Might water be our natural habitat? The young choreographers Karin Verbruggen and
Setareh Fateh take you into their experiment in a swimming pool, looking at the how
dance and the human body work in water. Heavier than Air is a contemporary dance
performance where you virtually look underwater. An intimate experience. What it would
be like to live underwater? What would it be like if water were as heavy as air? We are born
out of water and have lived for centuries below sea level. But what happens to us if we
actually live underwater? Did you know that wrinkly hands after a long bath aren’t a sign
of dehydration, but a sign that our nervous system is preparing to live under water?

> http://heavierair.wordpress.com/
Fri 29 Aug  18:00-20:00 #3 Hof
Fri 29 Aug  21:00-23:00 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  15:00-19:00 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  20:00-23:00 #3 Hof
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-16:00 #3 Hof
Sun 31 Aug  17:00-19:00 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© SETAREH FATEHI

 Premiere | Genre: underwater dance | Age: 12+ | Language: - | continious

 © 2014 21



LABland (NL)  / Reststuk

Root like an unashamed voyeur into someone else's life. Enter into installations where
memories lie in cupboards, under beds and tucked between clothes. Listen to stories of
someone’s life.

We spend our lifetime collecting stuff. We value this stuff and pour our memories into it.
Until our lives come to an end. What remains are dead things, which once belonged to a
person and were witnesses of their most intimate moments. With this stuff, LABland
builds an installation called Reststuk: the reconstruction of a life, made of carts full of
seemingly useless stuff. Until the people left behind decide to share it, throw it away or
keep it.

> http://lablandblogt.wordpress.com/ 

Fri 29 Aug  18:30-21:00 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  14:30-17:00 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  18:30-21:00 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  14:30-16:30 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  17:15-19:00 #6 Plantsoen West

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© LABLAND

 Genre: theatrical installation | Age: ALL | Language: - | 150 min

 © 2014 22



Lady Cocktail (BE) / The Girls from the 2nd Floor

Take three girls. Add a touch of humor and foolishness, mix together with impressive
aerial acrobatics and you have a recipe for the Lady Cocktail! Three talented and graceful
acrobats use all their secrets to surprise and please their audience. At least that is what
Miss Betty expects from her two unruly employees Paule and Sara. But Paule, more
dynamic than a crazy flea, never misses a chance to go a bit crazy, while Sarah, the huge
puppet, is distracted by the smallest butterfly that flies past. The inflexible Miss Betty does
her best to get on with with the show. But can she tolerate the antics of her useless
partners?

> http://www.ladycocktail.com/ 

Fri 29 Aug  20:30-21:15 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  16:30-17:15 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  19:15-20:00 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  15:30-16:15 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  18:30-19:15 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© GEORGES GINHOUX

 Genre: aerial acrobatics | Age: ALL | Language: EN/FR | 45 min

 © 2014 23



Lucky Star Spot (NL) / Lucky Star Spot

Two mysterious bartenders welcome you into a mobile cafe of stories about West African
happiness. You will be submerged with images, text, sound, action, reflection,
conversation, a song or a dream. A small, intimate journey through another world, an
affectionate total experience, presented with self-mockery, quite a lot of fantasy, humor
and absurd situations.

Lucky Star Spot is based on the trip Zina Kisch ans Karlijn Hammer made through West
Africa, looking for West African happiness and beauty to bring back a small boost to the
depressed Westerners, as a reversed development project. 

What awaits you? An African carousel, piles of mangoes, a hole in the road, a church
ceremony, a waterfall, sales tactics, extreme expressions of emotion and the silence of the
countryside, a serenade to a crippled boat driver, thousands of soft and sticky little
childerenshands, the Big Blame Quiz, hot sex. What is language and what is
communication? If you speak the same language, can you actually talk better? How much
do you have to study to be happy?

> http://www.luckystarspot.nl/

Fri 29 Aug  18:00-20:00 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Fri 29 Aug  21:00-23:00 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  14:00-15:45 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  17:30-19:30 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  21:00-23:00 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-15:45 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  17:00-19:00 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© LUCKY STAR SPOT

 Genre: installation | Age: ALL | Language: Nederlands | continious

 © 2014 24



Meandertaal (BE) / Paper Cuts

A life-size knight made of paper tells us stories. Stories complete with castles, monstrous
seas or fairytale forests, based on familiar characters. And everything is made of paper!
This is none other than the Paper King, roaming around the town. Imposing but fragile, he
carries every novel, poem and play inside him. Letters flow through his blood. He breathes
fantasy. So, when you meet the Paper King don’t walk away. Listen to and watch the
stories he conjures out of his body. Behind the rustling of paper lies something bigger than
just words. A poetic, moving performance.

> http://www.meandertaal.be 

Fri 29 Aug  18:30-19:10 #6 Plantsoen West
Fri 29 Aug  20:00-20:40 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  14:00-14:40 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  15:30-16:10 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  17:00-17:40 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  19:00-19:40 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  20:30-21:10 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-14:40 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  15:30-16:10 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  17:00-17:40 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  18:30-19:10 #6 Plantsoen West

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© LORE VAN LOOCK

 Dutch premiere | Genre: street theatre | Age: ALL | Language: NL/EN | 40 min

 © 2014 25



Mimbre (GB) / Bench

A woman sits on a bench and watches the world pass by… And sometimes she looks
upside-down, to see if the world looks better that way. Bench is a breath-taking acrobatic
performance about everyday life. Loneliness and happiness, bag ladies and runaway
brides, spell-binding moments mixed with comedy and the ordinary – a reflection about
who we are and how we connect with others, viewed through the eyes of a woman. Bench
is Mimbre’s new show for 2014, an outdoor show with three performers: Silvia Fratelli,
Rebecka Nord and Alcina Mendes. Bench is both inspired by and set in the urban
landscape where it is performed, on a beautiful purpose-made bench carefully designed
and cleverly crafted by  Michalis Kokkoliadis.

> http://www.mimbre.co.uk/show/current/show-bench/
Fri 29 Aug  18:00-18:35 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Fri 29 Aug  21:15-21:50 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  18:30-19:05 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  21:00-21:35 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-14:35 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  17:00-17:35 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© CHRIS NASH

 Dutch premiere | Genre: circus theatre | Age: ALL | Language: - | 35 min

 © 2014 26



Nicolas Ricchini & Ines Massoni (ES) / Incognito

Systems. Everything is about systems. We are also a system. In our bodies we can find a
hidden universe of interconnected machinery. Our two-kilo brain is one of the most
complex materials discovered in the universe .We are like that: we learn, we automatize
and then there is no need to think. But our emotions are also continually present. We are a
mixture of the abstract and the concrete. And rhythm can make you feel something, too. 
We all have our own rhythm but we can be surprised if we miss the beat. Incognito is a 
strong physical and abstract dance duet from the Spanish Nicolas Ricchini and Ines
Massoni.

> http://www.rotativaperformingarts.com/

Fri 29 Aug  20:00-20:25 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Fri 29 Aug  22:15-22:40 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  14:15-14:40 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sat 30 Aug  18:00-18:25 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  15:00-15:25 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Sun 31 Aug  18:00-18:25 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© SARA SPALLAROSSA

 Dutch premiere | Genre: dance theatre | Age: ALL | Language: - | 25 min

 © 2014 27



Nieuw Lef (NL) / Miracle Lab

In this divine miracle on wheels, you experience the best thing of your life once more.
Within a minute! Corny and porfound, moving and hysterical, earthly and holy and most
of all short and powerful.

> http://nieuwlef.studiostoute.nl/

Fri 29 Aug  18:00-20:00 #3 Hof
Fri 29 Aug  21:30-23:30 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  15:00-17:00 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  19:00-21:00 #3 Hof
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-16:00 #3 Hof
Sun 31 Aug  17:00-19:00 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© NIEUW LEF

 Genre: street theatre | Age: 12+ | Language: NL/EN | continious

 © 2014 28



Nieuw Lef (NL) / Mirlen’s Mad Ride

The shortest rollercoaster in the world hurls you from fear to enlightenment, within one
minute. Magician Mirlen makes it possible his magic horror coaster. Nostalgia with a
modern twist, the only haunted house with a happy ending. 

> http://nieuwlef.studiostoute.nl/

Fri 29 Aug  18:00-20:00 #3 Hof
Fri 29 Aug  21:30-23:30 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  15:00-17:00 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  19:00-21:00 #3 Hof
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-16:00 #3 Hof
Sun 31 Aug  17:00-19:00 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© NIEUW LEF

 Genre: street theatre | Age: 12+ | Language: NL/EN | continious

 © 2014 29



Onderwater Producties (NL) / FutureShock

A dynamic multimedia presentation about the beauty of aging. How did it feel when you
first discovered your first wrinkle? And when you were addressed for the first time as 'Sir’
or ‘Madam’? Can you remember finding your first grey hair? Peter and Loes can, and they
are both terrified of growing old. On Loes’ 30th birthday they decide not to flee but to
experiment with old age. You are cordially invited to Loes’ birthday party and the search
for the beauty behind aging, a search that everyone recognizes. A funny but
confrontational performance, full of comical as well as embarrassing scenes. Even if you
do not have grey hair.

As inspiration for this performance, Jeroen Rienks and Afke Weltevreden of Underwater 
Productions interviewed residents of the Amersfoort old people’s home De Koperhorst
about being old and its benefits. They also stayed for a while at this performance’s venue,
the alms houses Armen de Poth, where they talked to its residents. During this tragicomic
performance you see old people in moving film clips, interspersed with live scenes.
Underwater Productions creates multi-disciplinary performances, based on personal
experiences and topical and social issues. Their performance Insomnia, seen during
Spoffin in 2012, won the Jury’s Prize at Festival Buitenkans.

> http://onderwaterproducties.nl/

Fri 29 Aug  19:00-19:35 #14 Armen de Poth (Pothstraat)
Fri 29 Aug  20:30-21:05 #14 Armen de Poth (Pothstraat) 
Fri 29 Aug  22:00-22:35 #14 Armen de Poth (Pothstraat)
Sat 30 Aug  14:30-15:05 #14 Armen de Poth (Pothstraat)
Sat 30 Aug  16:00-16:35 #14 Armen de Poth (Pothstraat)
Sat 30 Aug  19:00-19:35 #14 Armen de Poth (Pothstraat)
Sat 30 Aug  20:30-21:05 #14 Armen de Poth (Pothstraat)
Sat 30 Aug  22:00-22:35 #14 Armen de Poth (Pothstraat)
Sun 31 Aug  14:30-15:05 #14 Armen de Poth (Pothstraat)
Sun 31 Aug  16:00-16:35 #14 Armen de Poth (Pothstraat)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© FOTO: HANS VAN EIJSDEN

 Premiere | Genre: site-specific theatre | Age: 16+ | Language: NL | 35 min

 © 2014 30



PIPS:lab (NL) / Aire d'Assevillers (Sterven als een God
in Frankrijk)

A surreal account of two men on a journey. Robbert is a suicidal swindler who has lost
everything, and Otto is terminally ill. Along the way they meet Julie, a girl who dreams of
seeing the Black Madonna in Rocamadour, but due to financial problems is stuck as a
waitress at Aire d'Assevillers. Does Otto die, Robbert commit suicide and Julie find
redemption?

PIPS:lab is interested in the human suffering behind the current economic crisis with its
figures and percentages governing our lives. The piece is loosely based on the medieval
narrative 'Everyman' or 'Elckerlijc’: a morality play in which God makes man accountable
for his deeds when he dies. The audience sits literally in the middle of this crossover
multimedia production.

> http://www.pipslab.nl/

Fri 29 Aug  21:30-22:15 #16 Zonnehof (achter Rietveldpaviljoen)
Fri 29 Aug  23:00-23:45 #16 Zonnehof (achter Rietveldpaviljoen)
Sat 30 Aug  21:30-22:15 #16 Zonnehof (achter Rietveldpaviljoen)
Sat 30 Aug  23:00-23:45 #16 Zonnehof (achter Rietveldpaviljoen)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© PIPS:LAB

 Genre: site-specific theatre | Age: ALL | Language: NL | 45 min

 © 2014 31



Poolse Vis (NL) / DOUW

The two Dutch actresses who at Spoffin 2011 won the audience prize with their
performance Thee, present this year's hilarious performance: Douw. Douw is no ready-
made performance, but grows out of the venue where the actresses act - an ordinary living
room, where they gather their material. Poolse Vis (Polish Fish) visits the living room of
an extremely hospitable Amersfoorter a week in advance of Spoffin. Come and watch the
results of this experiment - a 25-minute slapstick performance. Local resident Paul was
the first to lend his home to this project during the Flemish theater Theaterbom: "I gave
my house keys away only to come back home in the evening to two women dancing in my
living room!”

> http://www.poolsevis.nl/
Fri 29 Aug  18:00-18:25 #20 Magelhaenstraat 33
Fri 29 Aug  19:30-19:55 #20 Magelhaenstraat 33
Fri 29 Aug  21:00-21:25 #20 Magelhaenstraat 33
Fri 29 Aug  22:30-22:55 #20 Magelhaenstraat 33
Sat 30 Aug  14:30-14:55 #20 Magelhaenstraat 33
Sat 30 Aug  16:30-16:55 #20 Magelhaenstraat 33
Sat 30 Aug  19:00-19:25 #20 Magelhaenstraat 33
Sat 30 Aug  21:00-21:25 #20 Magelhaenstraat 33
Sat 30 Aug  22:30-22:55 #20 Magelhaenstraat 33
Sun 31 Aug  15:15-15:40 #20 Magelhaenstraat 33
Sun 31 Aug  16:30-16:55 #20 Magelhaenstraat 33

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© FOTOCOLLECTIEF FIXATIEF

 Genre: site-specific theatre | Age: 16+ | Language: NL | 25 min

 © 2014 32



Sheyda Darab (IR/NL) / From dust till dust

"It is important in our society to win, to be part of everything, to be the best, to win and be
seen on social media. We’re always staring at our phones and computers and checking 
which friends have posted on Facebook. We forget that we are made of earth and shall
return to the earth. We have contact lost contact with the earth. " In her solo performance,
dancer, choreographer and theatre maker Sheyda Darab wants to bring us back to earth.
Live in the moment and be led by it. This is a solo that starts in silence; the dancer’s eyes
are closed. She is sitting on a chair, surrounded by equipment, video games, shopping lists
and other things. The sounds we hear and emotions determine her movements. The
rushing wind, the coughing public, your own breathing, a car that drives past, noises in the
silence. The starting point is hip hop, mixed with modern techniques and mime.

> http://www.sheyda.nl/ Fri 29 Aug  20:30-21:00 #10 Langestraat thv Kortegracht
Sat 30 Aug  16:30-17:00 #10 Langestraat thv Kortegracht
Sat 30 Aug  20:30-21:00 #10 Langestraat thv Kortegracht
Sun 31 Aug  16:30-17:00 #10 Langestraat thv Kortegracht

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© OMRII

 Premiere | Genre: hip hop/dance theatre | Age: ALL | Language: - | 30 min

 © 2014 33



Sjoerd van Ree en Deirdre Ozinga (NL)  / Mobile Press

A silkscreen artist and a writer are on a journey together. They carry two suitcases: one
contains silk-screen printing material, the other stencils of the letters of the alphabet,
paper and ink. Ozinga, the writer, writes a poem or short text, based on what is happening
around her. And Van Ree sets his silkscreen up and prints the text. This is art created in
the present: an impression, a connection, a memory. A traditional way to capture
everything: the Spoffin festival, the atmosphere, the people, the weather. It is a simple way
of spreading the written word. And the posters which they create are for sale as soon as
they are ready. These silkscreen prints are not mass produced. They are small and
personal, even poetic. In a world where everything is huge and digital, Van Ree and Ozinga
pay a tribute to the art of printing text, books, newspapers and posters. An art that is
disappearing behind a world of technology and screens. 

> www.sjoerdvanree.nl
Fri 29 Aug  18:00-23:00 #0 Binnenstad (mobiel)
Sat 30 Aug  14:00-19:00 #0 Binnenstad (mobiel)
Sat 30 Aug  20:00-23:00 #0 Binnenstad (mobiel)
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-19:00 #0 Binnenstad (mobiel)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© SJOERD VAN REE EN DEIRDRE OZINGA

 Genre: theatrical installation | Age: ALL | Language: NL | continious

 © 2014 34



Sôlta Compagnie (FR) / Apesar

Apesar is the first circus performance by the young duo, Sôlta. Tom Proneur and Alluana
Ribeiro play an old couple who have been together for a long time, despite everything that
happens to them: disasters, creeping routine, their dreams and fun together. An act with a
touch of magic and comedy, juggling and acrobatics.

> http://

Fri 29 Aug  18:45-19:15 #6 Plantsoen West
Fri 29 Aug  20:15-20:45 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  15:30-16:00 #6 Plantsoen West 
Sat 30 Aug  17:45-18:15 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  20:00-20:30 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  15:30-16:00 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  17:30-18:00 #6 Plantsoen West

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© TOM PRÔNEUR

 Dutch premiere | Genre: circus theatre | Age: ALL | Language: EN | 30 min

 © 2014 35



Spoffin Amuses (INT)  / 2014

Circus, magic, theater, dance, music! Fourteen different groups are the now famous
Spoffin Amuses. What can you expect? Circus theatre and acting from Mimbré (England)
and Fabuloka, Poolse Vis and TENT from the Netherlands, a Finnish tango on a giant
chessboard by Theatre Kiukkarainen, Georg Viktor Emmanuel (Austria) who mimics a
huge variety of instruments with his voice, impressive dancers Nicolas Ricchini & Ines
Massoni (Spain) and much more!

Central confusion engineer Jelle de Bruijn is Amuses 2014’s trusted presenter. Come and
enjoy 14 festive previews from professional international and Dutch artists who are 
participating in the three days of the street and indoor theatre festival in Amersfoort.
Don’t miss it!

> http://www.deflint.nl/programma/2151//Spoffin_Amuses/
Thu 28 Aug  18:00-20:00 #17 Theater Flint 
Thu 28 Aug  21:00-23:00 #17 Theater Flint

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© TENT

 Genre: tasting of the festival | Age: 12+ | Language: NL/EN | 120 min

 © 2014 36



Spoffin TALK (INT) / talkshow

A completely new addition to the festival this year is Amersfoort cabaretier and theater
maker Patrick Nederkoorn’s Spoffin Talk. Nederkoorn hosts a talk show, in the form of
interviews and reviews, talking to directors and actors who have given remarkable Spoffin
performances in 2014. Three times in Dutch, twice in English.

> http://www.patricknederkoorn.nl/

Fri 29 Aug  18:00-18:35 #4 Café Miles (Hof 25)
Sat 30 Aug  13:00-13:35 #4 Café Miles (Hof 25)
Sat 30 Aug  18:00-18:35 #4 Café Miles (Hof 25)
Sun 31 Aug  13:00-13:35 #4 Café Miles (Hof 25)
Sun 31 Aug  18:00-18:35 #4 Café Miles (Hof 25)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© HELEEN JONKMAN

 Dutch premiere | Genre: talkshow | Age: 16+ | Language: NL/EN | 35 min

 © 2014 37



Svalbard (SE) / all Genius all Idiot

Circus and music. This performance is about the inner conflict that every human being
has: between our primal instincts and our intellect. We are not just one person, we are
many people in one body. The message of this show is to highlight this inner conflict and
to place vulnerability in the limelight. The only way to take life seriously is to accept its
absurdity and to enjoy it.

Svalbard is four performers who met a few years ago at the School of Dance and Circus in
Stockholm. They believe that that mono-disciplinary art is an endangered species. Music,
dance, film, theater, poetry, philosophy and nature all feed into their projects, where
adventure is paramount.

> http://www.svalbardcompany.com/ Fri 29 Aug  18:00-18:30 #6 Plantsoen West
Fri 29 Aug  19:30-20:00 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  14:00-14:30 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  16:15-16:45 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  18:30-19:00 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  14:30-15:00 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  16:30-17:00 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  18:00-18:30 #6 Plantsoen West

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© SVALBARD COMPANY

 Dutch premiere | Genre: circus/music | Age: ALL | Language: EN | 30 min

 © 2014 38



Tangotheatre Kiukkarainen (FI) / Chess Piece

This is dance theatre on a giant chessboard. A Finnish tango duo play this mind game
using cunning strategies and rules with a cheeky twist. And sometimes they play simply by
force, if necessary. Comical, sensitive and fragile. A mixture of tango and contemporary
dance, mime and clowning. Music by accordionist Johanna Juhola and sound artist
Hannu Oskala.

> http://www.kiukkarainen.com/

Fri 29 Aug  18:45-19:15 #12 Groenmarkt
Fri 29 Aug  20:30-21:00 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 30 Aug  14:45-15:15 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 30 Aug  18:15-18:45 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 30 Aug  20:30-21:00 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 31 Aug  15:45-16:15 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 31 Aug  17:15-17:45 #12 Groenmarkt

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© PHOTOS: PIKKU-UKKO

 Dutch premiere | Genre: dance theatre | Age: ALL | Language: - | 30 min

 © 2014 39



Ten Cate Theater (NL) / Arbeid adelt

Arbeid adelt (Labor ennobles) tells the true story of the workers of the now closed Prodent
toothpaste factory in Amersfoort. An intimate, theatrical memorial to the factory, with
humor and an eye for the extraordinary, this performance explores the period between the
closure of the toothpaste factory and the construction of the Nieuwe Stad (New Town), a
hip, new place for entrepreneurs.

The empty toothpaste production halls of this ex-factory are the large white backdrop for
this performance, directed by Amersfoorter Wieke ten Cate. "It's Tuesday, July 5th, about
two thirty in the afternoon. A final light switch is flipped, a last lunch swallowed. The final
machine whirrs to a stop and the production of three billion tubes of toothpaste comes to 
an end. The last of the employees closes the door of the Prodent factory with a clunk. 
When was its heyday?"

Ten Cate produced the successful on location performance SMINK, Scenes on a Rubbish
Heap, based on interviews with waste processing workers. Now she has delved into the
lives of the toothpaste factory employees.

> https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ten-Cate-Theater-Arbeid-adelt/246545998760429
> http://www.lievevrouw.nl/programma/seizoen-20142015/arbeid-
adelt/201409052030/

Thu 28 Aug  21:00-22:10 #19 Voormalige Prodentfabriek (De Nieuwe Stad)
Fri 29 Aug  20:30-21:40 #19 Voormalige Prodentfabriek (De Nieuwe Stad)
Sat 30 Aug  20:30-21:40 #19 Voormalige Prodentfabriek (De Nieuwe Stad)
Sun 31 Aug  15:00-16:10 #19 Voormalige Prodentfabriek (De Nieuwe Stad)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© HESKE TEN CATE

 Premiere | Genre: site-specific theatre | Age: 12+ | Language: NL | 70 min

 © 2014 40



TENT circustheater producties (NL) / NET

The artists of Tent each masters spectacular circus techniques which appeal to all ages and
walks of life. Their special feature is that they mix circus acts with an excellent sense of
humor and other art forms such as mime, dance, music and graphic design.

Net revolves around seven circus artists who are stuck together between nets. Success is
the most important thing. But what is success? The artists are constantly trying to stab
each other in the back, but that doesn’t always work. Net is a search for identity, driven by
our desire for success. Tent was previously seen at Spoffin with their performance Loop.

> http://www.tent.eu/ 

Fri 29 Aug  19:30-20:40 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  19:30-20:40 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© HANNEKEKIJKT.NL

 Genre: circus theatre | Age: ALL | Language: - | 70 min

 © 2014 41



The 6th Sense Company (LT) / Tales of a Bee for Six
Senses

The 6th Sense Company is a group of young Lithuanian theatre artists experimenting with
new art forms. Their first project is a show where all your senses are teased: you don’t just
look at Tales of Bee for Six Senses, you also hear, touch, smell and feel it.

This performance was created specifically for the blind. The group performs through
touch, smell, taste and movement so that the blind and visually impaired also feel the
performance, rather than just hear it. You can also share the experience if you are sighted:
the project starts a dialogue between strangers – the seeing and the blind. See if you can
identify with the world of the visually impaired. As a spectator you imagine the show with
your own imagination. An experience that you rarely undergo when only watching art.

Fri 29 Aug  18:00-18:45 #9 Mooierstraat (achterzijde Mondriaanhuis)
Fri 29 Aug  20:00-20:45 #9 Mooierstraat (achterzijde Mondriaanhuis)
Sat 30 Aug  15:00-15:45 #9 Mooierstraat (achterzijde Mondriaanhuis)
Sat 30 Aug  19:30-20:15 #9 Mooierstraat (achterzijde Mondriaanhuis)

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© BITINĖLIO PASAKOS ŠEŠIEMS POJŪČIAMS

 Dutch premiere | Genre: experience theatre | Age: ALL | Language: - | 45 min

 © 2014 42



Theater Circastique (NL) / Paraploe & Noetiektroeg

Mannetje Tique plays the lead role in the performances of Theatre Circastique: a doll
made out of a tea strainer and a rag, with stick hands and feet. Tique wants to be a circus
performer and loves to be the centre of attention. In Paraploe, Tique wants to do a very
difficult, special trick. And through trial and error and a little help from his new friends, he
succeeds beautifully.

During Noetiektroeg, Tique enters the world of magic – which is more dangerous than he 
imagines!

Theater Circastique consists of Korana Daic and Daphne Zandberg. Together they tell us 
stories about emotions, adversity, disappointment, cooperation, friendship, love, fun, 
fantasy, dreams, and more. They show us that you can create a doll from simple household
objects and bring the world to life. Daic has a dancing background and specializes in
movement; Zandbergen is puppet maker and puppeteer, also for Sesame Street. For young
(2 +) and old.

> http://www.theatercircastique.nl/

Sat 30 Aug  14:45-15:15 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  17:30-18:00 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 30 Aug  19:15-19:45 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  15:00-15:30 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  17:00-17:30 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  18:30-19:00 #6 Plantsoen West

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© HENRY KRUL

 Genre: puppet theatre | Age: 2+ | Language: - | 20 min

 © 2014 43



This Maag (CH/DE) / Fondue für alle!

Feel like giggling? This Maag is an international street artist with EU certified Swiss
humour and an enormous talent for improvisation. He has been making street theatre
comedy, interactive and improvised shows, where everything and everyone can be part of
the show, since he was 16. This Maag pushes the boundaries and is an experienced and
successful street artist throughout Europe. He is Swiss by birth, has lived for 10 years in
Germany and understands cultural misunderstandings.

Fondue für alle! won the audience price twice during two cabaret festivals last year; Maag
has also won various other international street festival prizes.

> http://this-maag.de/
Fri 29 Aug  18:45-19:45 #1 Lieve Vrouwekerkhof
Fri 29 Aug  22:00-23:00 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 30 Aug  14:00-15:00 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  16:15-17:15 #12 Groenmarkt

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© THIS MAAG

 Genre: street theatre | Age: ALL | Language: EN/DE/CH | 60 min

 © 2014 44



tonneCtion (DE) / tonnAction

The comic and acrobatic duo tonneCtion takes you into their own world, where they fight
over, under, in, on and around a large blue barrel. Bizarre situations, loads of energy and
charming twinkling eyes: they both want the barrel. Who is going to win, and who is going 
to lose this crazy game? Is that the point? Does it matter who is the strongest, or rather
who is the most creative? And what is the audience’s role? Vibrant, dynamic street theatre.

> http://tonnection.de/

Sat 30 Aug  14:00-14:30 #12 Groenmarkt
Sat 30 Aug  15:30-16:00 #11 Langestraat thv Hof
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-14:30 #12 Groenmarkt
Sun 31 Aug  16:00-16:30 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  18:00-18:30 #12 Groenmarkt

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© TONNECTION

 Genre: street theatre | Age: ALL | Language: - | 25 min

 © 2014 45



Tumble Circus (IE) / Death or Circus

Modern life is rubbish. Can celebrity anarchists and circus devilment save our children?
Kenneth Fall, the carnival god and saviour of Africa and Tina Machina, the Queen of
Sweden and new age white witch of circus are under-qualified but overly eager to share
their absurd views on how to cure the planet. Society needs advice, guidance, and heroes.

Death or Circus is an absurd circus satire on modern culture using circus skills: duo 
trapeze, vertical ropes, acrobatics, hula hoops, slapstick and clowning. They create street
theatre that asks hard questions to their audiences, that might challenge society’s beliefs.
It is street theatre from the dark side of feel good. Dysfunctional family entertainment.
They hope to disturb, take over, inspire change and mostly remind people that they are not
alone.

> http://www.tumblecircus.com

Fri 29 Aug  21:00-21:50 #3 Hof
Sat 30 Aug  21:00-21:50 #3 Hof
Sun 31 Aug  15:30-16:20 #3 Hof

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© FOUCAULD SERRURIER

 Dutch premiere | Genre: circus theatre | Age: ALL | Language: EN | 50 min

 © 2014 46



ZO Prod (FR) / Le Murmure des Plantes (The
Whispers of the Plants)

A yard of scrap metal, reviving by the visitors. Le Murmure des Plantes is an interactive
combination of visual and digital arts. Touch, rub, caress and tap: the slightest movement
brings life to the material. The plants seem to interact with each other and the public.

The installation represents a free and unrestrained environment, made of tangled roots
and metal plants, and examines the impact of our daily choices on our milieu. Ferrous
materials used to create new forms, a mutation of the public space.  An audible trace of the
echoing past.

> http://www.zoprod.com/en/
Fri 29 Aug  18:00-20:15 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  14:00-16:15 #6 Plantsoen West
Sat 30 Aug  18:00-20:30 #6 Plantsoen West
Sun 31 Aug  14:00-15:45 #6 Plantsoen West

DATE/TIME LOCATION

© ZO PROD

 Dutch premiere | Genre: interactive installation | Age: 5+ | Language: - | 120 min

 © 2014 47


